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Executive summary

On the topic of virtual care, health system decision-makers have more questions than answers. This report explores the current landscape of Canadian virtual care data and information. It includes a snapshot of available virtual care data from the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI), the provinces and territories, and pan-Canadian health care organizations. It also recommends new areas of pan-Canadian focus for measuring the quality and accessibility of virtual care.

Many jurisdictions delivered services virtually before the COVID-19 pandemic began, though the type and coverage of virtual care offerings depended on geography, population characteristics and investment priorities. In 2020–2021, provincial and territorial governments signed bilateral agreements with the Government of Canada to support new investments in virtual care. These agreements allowed the jurisdictions to apply new funds to local priorities, leading to a range of natural experiments across the country. Provincial and territorial governments have provided CIHI with baseline data to help describe the progress that will be made with these investments and to help lay the foundation of what we do and do not know about virtual care.
To help address these information gaps, CIHI conducted literature scans and consulted with patients, the public, clinicians and health system decision-makers to identify a small set of indicators to enable public reporting on the progress of virtual care implementation and broader health system outcomes. CIHI recommends the following indicators be tracked over time:

- Potentially Avoidable Visits to the Emergency Department;
- Appropriateness of the Modality (Patient-Reported and Provider-Reported);
- Wait Times for Community Mental Health Counselling; and
- Access to Virtual Care for Underserved Populations.

For jurisdictions with the capacity to collect or expand the collection of patient-reported experience measures (PREMs) for virtual care, CIHI also recommends the following measures:

- Communication With Provider;
- Respect and Cultural Safety;
- Patient Choice Regarding the Modality of Their Visit; and
- Patient Use of Virtual Care — Overall Experience.

Longer-term goals include having high-quality standardized data from across care settings and robust indicators to track progress over time. We still need more cross-sectoral data so health care can be examined as a process (that includes virtual modalities) rather than as a transaction at a single point in time. There is also a need to understand privately delivered virtual health care services. In the meantime, we can leverage new standards and early analytical work recently developed by CIHI and included in this report.

If we are to help ensure that virtual care is accessible to all Canadians, we need to think about the breadth and depth of data required — to better understand the appropriateness of care, patient experiences and value for money around virtual care implementation. CIHI would be pleased to continue working with health system planners, patients and providers to better grasp the state of virtual health care, and ultimately to design and manage more effective services and delivery models to meet the needs of Canadians.
Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has made virtual care a pervasive delivery mode in most sectors of care across Canada. While initially implemented to reduce the spread of the novel coronavirus through physical distancing, virtual care has implications beyond the pandemic. It has the potential to improve access to care for Canadians living in remote or rural locations, reduce costs for health systems and patients, and provide more timely access to health care. To ensure that this potential is realized and that virtual care is equitable, is used in appropriate situations and delivers a positive patient and health care provider experience, it is critical to examine and evaluate virtual care data.

Results from Canada Health Infoway’s 2021 Digital Health Survey revealed that 73% of Canadians had at least one virtual health care interaction in 2021; of those who had a virtual visit, 90% of respondents were satisfied with the care they received. Changes to care delivery have been most prominent in the primary health care sector, as most virtual care services are used in this setting. A majority of Canadians are also interested in visiting health care providers virtually — by telephone (69%), video (56%) and secure messaging (57%). A recent report from the Virtual Care Task Force also suggests that some physicians are reluctant to return to in-person care. Given the interest from both patients and providers, it is expected that virtual care will continue to be a part of care delivery in the future.

In some jurisdictions — rural and remote regions in particular — virtual service delivery has existed for decades, though it took the pandemic in early 2020 to spur substantial changes in the virtual care landscape across the country. For example, provinces and territories quickly implemented temporary billing codes to compensate physicians for virtual care, and many new virtual care tools were deployed to deliver publicly funded health services safely. As jurisdictions continue to face health system challenges, the implementation and evaluation of virtual care provides new opportunities to understand how to best support different modalities of care provision in Canada’s health systems and to ensure that these changes benefit all Canadians.

---

i. Health care interactions include visiting — both in person and virtually — a family physician, specialist physician, walk-in clinic or another type of health provider; obtaining a prescription; filling a prescription; completing an online health assessment; visiting an emergency department; and calling a teletriage or nurse call line.
Virtual care is part of digital health

Virtual care is defined as “any interaction between patients and/or members of their circle of care, occurring remotely, using any forms of communication or information technologies, with the aim of facilitating or maximizing the quality and effectiveness of patient care.” It includes services carried out using a variety of digital technologies, both synchronously and asynchronously, and includes telehealth and telemedicine. Digital health encompasses virtual care and more, such as devices, algorithms and apps that support decision-making and collaborative communication across the care continuum. The focus of this report is virtual care, as opposed to the broader scope of digital health (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Digital health

Digital health is a broad umbrella term encompassing eHealth as well as developing areas such as the use of advanced computing sciences (e.g., in the fields of big data and artificial intelligence).

Virtual care is any interaction between patients and/or members of their circle of care that occurs remotely, using any forms of communication or information technology, with the aim of facilitating or maximizing the quality and effectiveness of patient care.

Telehealth is the use of digital technologies to deliver medical care, health education and public health services by connecting multiple users in separate locations.

Telemedicine is a practice of medicine involving the use of information and communication technologies (ICT) by a health care provider to administer health care to patients.

Note
Inspired by the American Association for Family Practice’s construct. CIHI added digital health.

Sources
Telemedicine: CHIEF Executive Forum. Virtual Care in Canada: Lexicon, No date.
Partnerships: Strength in combining expertise

CIHI works with a broad range of health organizations and partners, providing analyses and information to help support patients and their families, health system decision-makers and researchers across the country. Our partnerships related to virtual care help avoid duplication of effort and cost, while ensuring that the policies and decisions that influence health are based on accurate, comparable and unbiased information. On May 3, 2020, the Government of Canada announced an investment of $240.5 million to accelerate the use of virtual tools and digital approaches to support Canadians. Of this, $200 million is directed to provinces and territories to accelerate their efforts to meet their health care needs.\(^8\) As part of the government’s investment, it was recommended that a national strategy for digital health evaluation be established. From this recommendation, the Canadian Network for Digital Health Evaluation (CNDHE) was born.\(^9\) The CNDHE is composed of several collaborating organizations: Canada Health Infoway (Infoway), the Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health (CADTH), CIHI, the Centre for Digital Health Evaluation (CDHE) and the Centre for Wise Practices in Indigenous Health at Women’s College Hospital (Figure 2). CIHI and the partner organizations at the CNDHE are combining their expertise to support a comprehensive approach to digital health evaluation for the country\(^9\) that includes measurement and analyses of virtual care and virtual care technologies.\(^10\)

**Figure 2** Partnerships
CIHI is also consulting with Infoway and Healthcare Excellence Canada (HEC) to support their work on the Virtual Care Together design collaborative, where community-based primary care practices and organizations from across Canada are preparing, implementing and evaluating virtual care tools and practices. CIHI’s engagement with HEC and Infoway supports alignment on proposed measures and evaluations, and ensures information-sharing among leading pan-Canadian health care organizations that are committed to better data and improved health outcomes for Canadians.

From the evidence we’ve been collecting for years, we know virtual care can improve access to care, provide help to patients so they can better manage their care, and can save them time and money. Over the past year in particular, pan-Canadian partnerships have enabled the advancement of virtual care change management to help ensure that providers, patients and their essential care partners are well-equipped to help transform care — so more people can benefit from equitable, safe and high-quality virtual care.

— Shelagh Maloney
    Executive Vice President, Engagement and Marketing, Canada Health Infoway

Virtual care measurement

As we plan for the growth of virtual care data in Canada and the rich information and insights it can provide, it is important to evaluate the data that is available and identify new data sources that can help address the priority information needs of health system decision-makers, patients and their families. These data and standards are the foundation of measures and indicators that provide comparable and actionable information and that allow decision-makers to track progress over time.

We have a record of supporting pan-Canadian measurement and achieving consensus around comparable data and public transparency. A recent example includes CIHI’s leadership on the development of a focused set of 12 pan-Canadian indicators, now publicly reported, to support the federal, provincial and territorial (FPT) governments’ Common Statement of Principles on Shared Health Priorities.
As depicted in the pyramid in Figure 3, there are multiple types of and uses for measures and indicators within health care systems. At the bottom of the pyramid are measures that leverage transactional data, such as the number of patients using certain technologies or the number of e-visits. These measures provide important information to establish the uptake and use of health services. To address complex questions about the effectiveness of health care models, quality and safety of care, and the value of health system investments (higher up in the pyramid), more mature data is required.

**Figure 3** Health system measurement

In 2020–2021, provincial and territorial governments entered into bilateral agreements with the Government of Canada to advance virtual care priorities in response to COVID-19. As part of these commitments, CIHI worked with provincial and territorial partners to identify a small set of pan-Canadian virtual care indicators that align with our Health System Performance Measurement Framework and the quadruple aim domains of the CNDHE’s pan-Canadian digital health evaluation framework. These recommended indicators for the future aim to

- Support decision-makers’ understanding of the effectiveness of care delivered virtually;
- Identify opportunities to improve virtual care delivery;
- Promote transparency and accountability;
- Facilitate sharing of best practices; and
- Amplify the voice of patients and providers within health systems.

---

ii. The federal and Quebec governments have agreed to a distinct asymmetrical arrangement.
To derive this small set of indicators, we gathered input from ministry representatives and measurement experts through multi-jurisdictional discussions, CIHI-led meetings with clinicians and patients, and surveys of provincial and territorial stakeholders. CIHI also undertook literature reviews and environmental scans to examine the current state of virtual care measurement in Canada and internationally. To inform the specific recommendations for PREMs, CIHI commissioned an environmental scan from the Person-Centred Care Team at the University of Calgary to explore the current state of virtual care patient experience survey tools in Canada and internationally.iii This work revealed that while common measures are used in academic literature to evaluate patient experience, no consistent measures of virtual care for patients have been validated for use across Canada.

As a result of this work, information gaps were identified and categorized into the following key themes. Many of the topics could be categorized under multiple themes, and some jurisdictions have performance measurement frameworks that organize these topics in different ways. For example, some stakeholders categorized some topics within the quality and safety theme while others grouped similar topics within the appropriateness theme. Equity was considered a critical cross-cutting theme across all topics and was not categorized separately.

**Value for money**
- Impacts of virtual care on medical travel and interprovincial billing
- Overuse of services and/or low-value care

**Quality and safety**
- Communication with provider
- Cultural safety, respect and dignity; person-centred approach to service provision
- Impact of virtual care on post-surgical monitoring, care and outcomes

** Appropriateness**
- Appropriate prescribing
- Appropriateness of the modality from the perspective of patients and providers

**Access**
- Access to care for underserved populations
- Time and cost savings for patients and providers
- Comfort with technology (patients and providers)
- Access to mental health services

---

iii. To request a copy of the environmental scan, email virtualcare@cihi.ca.
To further narrow the information gaps into a small set of measurement recommendations, we were careful to ensure that the proposed set offers decision-makers a balanced view of complex health care transformation. Criteria used to prioritize the indicators included the following:

- Indicators should align with at least two Health System Performance Measurement Framework domains.
- At least one indicator will leverage an existing data source.
- At least one indicator will be patient-reported.
- At least one indicator will be care sector–specific.

In February 2022, indicators were presented to the public via a survey and pan-Canadian focus groups, as well as to the FPT Virtual Care and Digital Health Table. The following short-list of indicators emerged following this process.

**Recommended indicators**

**Potentially Avoidable Visits to the Emergency Department**

If virtual care is successful in increasing patient access to primary care, emergency department (ED) visits for family practice–sensitive conditions should decrease over time. This indicator would help track whether access to primary care has improved by measuring ED visits for family practice–sensitive conditions that could have been avoided through appropriate virtual care. The data source for this indicator is the National Ambulatory Care Reporting System at CIHI; indicator development will build on existing work led by CIHI\(^\text{13}\) and other organizations such as Alberta Health\(^\text{14}\) on family practice–sensitive conditions.

**Appropriateness of the Modality (Patient- Reported)**

The intention of this indicator is to measure whether a patient’s experience with a virtual visit was helpful to them and met their needs. Care is care. Canadians need to feel confident that they are receiving the care they need, regardless of the mode of delivery. This indicator would track over time whether the care offered to patients and their families leverages the appropriate modalities to meet individual patient needs. There is an opportunity to take advantage of survey tools to support this indicator, including Infoway’s Canadian Digital Health Survey\(^\text{iv}\) and Statistics Canada’s Canadian Community Health Survey or other Statistics Canada surveys.

\(^{iv}\) This survey may include data from health services that are outside of the public-sector bundle of services.
Appropriateness of the Modality (Provider-Reported)

As long as virtual care remains an option available to patients, providers will need to strive for an appropriate mix of in-person and virtual services to meet their patients' needs. The intention of this indicator is to capture the provider’s perspective on the appropriateness of modality and could help to better understand whether tools are being leveraged effectively. This indicator would help track over time whether clinician change management programs and supports for use of technologies are having their intended impacts. There is an opportunity to work with existing survey tools, such as by collaborating with Infoway and other health care professional associations, to capture data for this indicator.

Wait Times for Community Mental Health Counselling

The intention of this indicator is to measure the median number of days that a client waited for ongoing counselling services.\textsuperscript{15} Wait times could be stratified by whether services were received virtually or in person.

The data source is aggregate-level provincial and territorial data submitted to CIHI according to an agreed-upon definition. This indicator would help track over time whether clients wait less for a virtual counselling appointment than for an in-person appointment. This is particularly relevant as provincial and territorial governments are focused on expanding virtual mental health services, especially as the pandemic has highlighted the need to focus on mental health.

Access to Virtual Care for Underserved Populations

The intention of this indicator is to measure access to care provided virtually to patients in underserved or remote populations. When considering underserved populations, it is critical to further explore the concept of access for patients who are unattached to a primary health care provider. Work on the topic of patient–provider attachment has recently been prioritized by the FPT Virtual Care and Digital Health Table. Statistics Canada’s Canadian Community Health Survey is a potential data source to support this indicator, as are provincial and territorial registries for unattached individuals. This indicator would help track over time whether unattached patients and other underserved populations are receiving care sooner and more frequently through virtual modalities, and may reveal if virtual care can improve continuity of care for underserved or remote patients.

\textsuperscript{15} Virtual counselling includes any synchronous counselling provided by phone or online (videoconference and chat). In-person counselling refers to the client and provider being in the same physical location. Counselling services include only publicly funded services primarily provided, coordinated or overseen by the government. Stand-alone substance use services and crisis or walk-in services are among some of the services excluded from the indicator.
Recommended patient-reported experience measures

Beyond the small set of pan-Canadian indicators above, CIHI is also recommending the following PREMs for uptake by those who want to evaluate their own services and are seeking alignment with other jurisdictions. Public consultations reiterated the importance of capturing the patient voice in measurement work, emphasizing the importance of respect for and trust in providers, and continuity of care.

Communication With Provider
- A measure of the patient’s experience of engaging with their health care provider during the virtual visit

Respect and Cultural Safety
- A measure of the patient’s experience of respect and cultural safety during the virtual visit

Patient Choice Regarding the Modality of Their Visit
- A measure of the patient’s experience in being able to choose the modality of their visit, whether in person or virtual (e.g., telephone, video)

Patient Use of Virtual Care — Overall Experience
- A measure of the patient’s overall virtual care experience

One of the recommended PREMs addresses cultural safety and respect during the health care visit. CIHI recognizes that no single measure can capture whether the care provided is culturally safe; however, this measure can begin to provide important information on the experience of groups such as racialized individuals and Indigenous Peoples. For more information, please see *Measuring Cultural Safety in Health Systems*.

Virtual care depends a lot on the patient, on their ability to describe their symptoms. If a patient can’t express themself or describe their symptoms, can we really provide good care?

— Focus group participant, February 2022
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Measuring provider experience

CIHI’s stakeholder consultations reiterated how patient choices and experiences are influenced by the options made available to them by health care providers. CIHI recommends that efforts to collect providers’ perspectives continue, particularly as they relate to virtual care.

- Canada Health Infoway regularly surveys physicians, in collaboration with the Canadian Medical Association, to better understand their use of digital health and information technology, including their perceptions and experience of virtual care. The 2021 National Survey of Canadian Physicians found that while physicians saw the benefits of virtual care for patients as well as themselves, they also reported that their greatest challenge was examining patients virtually.17

- The Commonwealth Fund’s International Health Policy surveys poll patients and providers in 11 developed countries and include questions on use of and experience with virtual care. The 2019 survey of primary care physicians found that while electronic medical record (EMR) use had increased in Canada since the previous survey, the percentage of Canadian primary care practices that offered patients the option to electronically view their patient visit summaries online and request prescription renewals online was below the Commonwealth Fund average.18

The landscape of virtual care delivery in Canada is changing. While most jurisdictions delivered services virtually before the pandemic,19 the adoption of virtual care has accelerated. Currently, data collection on virtual care across Canada is fragmented — timeliness, cost and collection burdens have always been challenges for data collection, and they are even more pronounced in the pandemic era. Leveraging existing data sources and identifying opportunities for new standardized data collection remain fundamental goals for better supporting health systems, patients and their families.
Standards and data governance

Data standards are the foundation of each of CIHI’s 30 data holdings and are critical components of accurate, reliable and comparable health system information. Common data standards ensure that systems use the same language and approach to collecting, organizing, sharing, storing and interpreting health information. CIHI’s Discharge Abstract Database (DAD), for example, is the pan-Canadian repository for acute care hospital inpatient discharges. It relies on mature data content standards to support the creation of critical information for stakeholders. Standardized data from the DAD has been crucial to helping decision-makers understand the impact of COVID-19 on Canada’s health systems, including impacts on hospital stays, surgeries and intensive care unit admissions, and for providing critical information, including that specifically related to harms caused by substance use.

While standards and tools to support data collection in acute care settings are well established, the rapid deployment of virtual care during the pandemic has been a great catalyst for identifying how and where standards need to be implemented or enhanced to help measure the impacts of virtual care on health care systems, and to assess equity of access and patient outcomes. As a result, CIHI has undertaken a number of standards-related activities, including

- Creating analytical standards to identify delivery of virtual services as captured in physician billing data;
- Enhancing primary health care data standards and collaborating with Infoway on interoperable data standards;
- Developing and enhancing standards to capture relevant virtual care information in CIHI’s data holdings; and
- Recommending a standardized set of PREMs.

vi. Quebec reports its acute care data to CIHI’s Hospital Morbidity Database.
Physician billing information

As the pandemic emerged, provincial and territorial ministries of health worked with medical associations to incorporate virtual care into physician services. New physician billing codes were created, billing rules for existing codes were modified and guidance on permitted technologies for virtual service delivery was developed. With these enhancements, ministries of health have been able to identify virtual care provided by physicians in physician claims data. Although each jurisdiction maintains its own standard for physician billing information, CIHI collects this information and brings the various standards into a common framework, our National Grouping System (NGS). The NGS is used to organize physician billing codes into comparable categories of service. It is updated and improved regularly to reflect changes in physician billing codes, including the introduction of new virtual care billing codes. CIHI’s ongoing maintenance of the NGS allows for comparable pan-Canadian reporting of physician services, including those provided virtually.

Primary health care data standards

CIHI also provides leadership in advancing primary health care data standards so that virtual services may be better identified and captured. Standardized, comparable primary health care data is essential for clinical care, patient safety and quality improvement. Recent changes to the Pan-Canadian Primary Health Care EMR Minimum Data Set for Performance Measurement, Version 1.1 include updates to 2 data elements:

- Visit Modality, which allows virtual care to be identified; and
- Provider Type, which identifies who provided care based on profession/designation (see the sidebar Data standards supporting virtual care).

Common data standards for interoperability, including data exchange and content, are the backbone of health data in the health sector and need to be consistently defined, adopted, evolved and sustained.

This year, the new data elements Race and Indigenous Identity have also been added to the standards, which are important for better understanding and addressing health inequalities in primary care, including virtual care. Future work is planned to improve the standardized capture of the reason for a primary care visit (or health concern) and for standards related to prescribed medication in primary health care.

These standards provide a breadth of opportunity to support clinical and health system decision-making. This includes supporting the study of potentially avoidable ED visits or hospital admissions associated with a specific chronic disease cohort in primary care and other benefits as demonstrated through joint analysis conducted by CIHI and the Alliance for Healthier Communities.27

Data standards supporting virtual care

The following information standards have been developed and implemented within CIHI's databases to ensure consistent capture and reporting of virtual care data:

**Visit Modality:** Defines the mode of encounter used for health service encounters between a client and a health care provider (e.g., in person, email, telephone, messaging). Using this information in combination with other data elements currently collected in CIHI's databases can provide insight on the appropriate use of technology for various care models, the effect of encounter modes on the quality of care, the relationship between health equity and health outcomes, and best practices of care.

**Provider Type:** Describes who provided care based on profession/designation. Consultations have indicated that decision-makers are interested in which kinds of health care professionals are providing virtual care services and are prioritizing these policy questions in their jurisdictions. Standardized capture of Provider Type can help to support key questions related to costs, workflows and continuity of care. It can also support workforce planning for the future.
Equity considerations for virtual care

Improved access, continuity of care, cost effectiveness, and patient and provider satisfaction have all been identified as potential benefits of virtual care. For example, telephone has been the predominant modality for virtual care delivery during the pandemic and can help to support equitable access, particularly for those in areas where broadband access for video visits may be a barrier. 2020 data from Ontario shows growth in virtual care use across age groups and across income quintiles during the pandemic.

While these findings may indicate that patients are indeed able to access telephone-based virtual care equitably, there are concerns that virtual care could also exacerbate inequities in access and outcomes for patients living in northern, rural and remote locations, for those who lack cellphone data or minutes, or for those with limited access to private spaces for virtual visits. Focus group participants noted that regardless of the modality through which care is provided, inequities that exist in in-person care will be replicated in virtual care unless there are deliberate efforts to address root causes.

The burden of care for virtual has to be so much higher. We need to ensure we’re still decent human beings to one another when there’s that distance separating us.

— Focus group participant, February 2022

Whether accessing care virtually or in person, Indigenous Peoples and members of other racialized groups experience discrimination and barriers in health systems across Canada that can lead to significant harms. Measuring and reporting on cultural safety provides an important opportunity to help ensure that health systems and health care providers remain accountable for providing equitable and culturally safe care.

To harmonize collection and ensure high-quality data across data holdings, CIHI released Guidance on the Use of Standards for Race-Based and Indigenous Identity Data Collection and Health Reporting in Canada and has also provided guidance through a health inequalities toolkit. These standards and tools support the consistent capture of socio-demographic data and permit an exploration of health inequity, which is critical to ensuring that virtual care is accessible to all groups. For example, information on race and Indigenous identity and on education is part of the Canadian Patient Experiences Reporting System as well as the revised primary health care EMR minimum data set noted above.
Advancing data to support virtual care

As provincial and territorial health systems consider the future of primary health care, there are calls for better data access and improved standardization to support this transformation. Interoperability is a critical component of digital health information—sharing across sources, standards and jurisdictions. Interoperability requires standardization so data, such as patient summaries, can seamlessly flow as a patient moves throughout health care systems. A patient summary portrays a snapshot of a person’s critical health information, such as allergies and prescribed medication. It supports continuity of care for a patient by travelling with them through various care settings. The International Patient Summary is an international standard that defines the essential data required to create a patient summary. While patient summaries enable clinical exchange of a person’s essential health information, complementary source data standards (such as primary health care data standards) are required to ensure data is suitable both for clinical use and for understanding health system performance. The Pan-Canadian Primary Health Care EMR Minimum Data Set for Performance Measurement provides a strong foundation for creating patient summaries (Figure 4) — a particular area of focus related to virtual care — in addition to creating a comparable data set to better understand virtual care use. With Infoway’s leadership, CIHI and the provinces and territories have been collaborating to develop a patient summary for use within Canada.

Figure 4 High-level summary of key commonalities between the International Patient Summary and CIHI’s Primary Health Care EMR Minimum Data Set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common data elements</th>
<th>International Patient Summary</th>
<th>CIHI’s Primary Health Care EMR Minimum Data Set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient Name</td>
<td>• Patient Name</td>
<td>• Patient Status and other characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provider Name</td>
<td>• Provider Name</td>
<td>• Provider Identifiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Visit/Encounter Type and Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Observation: Clinician Assessment, Family Member Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Laboratory and Diagnostic Imaging Orders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Referral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Additional details on Prescribed Medication and Vaccination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note
CIHI reviewed only core data elements in the International Patient Summary, not optional data elements. Code sets were excluded.
What do we know about virtual care data in Canada today?

Virtual care provided by physicians increased dramatically at the onset of the pandemic, with the proportion of services fluctuating with local COVID-19 case counts and changes in public health restrictions.\(^{38}\) While guidelines are emerging on the appropriate use of virtual care in some specialties,\(^ {39}\) and some regulatory, public health and government authorities have given directives to resume in-person care,\(^ {40}\) it remains unclear what an appropriate balance of in-person and virtual care looks like. The availability of virtual care data will continue to be crucial to monitor changing trends and the ongoing implementation of virtual health services.

CIHI’s data can help begin to fill the data and measurement gaps. We host extensive linkable, comparable, pan-Canadian data across the health care continuum from many sources. In recent months, we have released several products focused on virtual care to address the information needs of our stakeholders. Drawing on CIHI’s data holdings — including those for physician billing data, health workforce data, and hospital and survey data — we have begun to explore the impacts of virtual care on Canada’s health systems and patients. Visit CIHI’s Virtual care in Canada web page for more information on our analytical work in this area.

CIHI reports on more than 100 health indicators that provide information across different geographic, organizational or administrative boundaries and/or that can track progress over time. Our stakeholders use our broad range of health system databases, measurements and standards, together with our evidence-based reports and analyses, in their decision-making processes.
Available virtual care baseline data: Focus on access

To support the FPT bilateral agreements, CIHI is committed to working with jurisdictions across Canada to gather available baseline data to better understand the impacts of implementing virtual care, including those resulting from the Government of Canada’s investments in virtual care. While much of the preliminary virtual care data provided to CIHI by provinces and territories to date is non-standardized and reports on local projects and activities, when it is coupled with data from CIHI and other pan-Canadian organizations the theme of access clearly emerges. For example, CIHI worked with partners at Infoway to leverage the Rapid Response utilization metrics (as of March 31, 2021) submitted as part of its Rapid Response virtual care projects. This data provides a glimpse into the implementation of virtual care solutions (including e-visits and home monitoring) and online mental health services reported at the provincial and territorial level. The Infoway data also provides a provincial/territorial total of the number of patients accessing COVID-19 results virtually.

Access: E-visits, secure videoconferencing, messaging and mail accounts

Data shows that in Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia, the proportion of family physician consults and visits provided virtually between March 2020 and June 2021 averaged between 27% and 57%. Preliminary data also suggests that investments in secure videoconferencing, messaging and mail accounts are leading to increased use of these virtual tools at a time when regular care providers have been unavailable for in-person visits. Early data in Nova Scotia, Ontario and B.C. has shown that the number of health care provider accounts, use of the technology by both providers and patients, and number of support calls have increased. Early point-in-time data submitted by Saskatchewan to CIHI reflects similar reporting metrics. In Alberta, current systems are also able to report on the uptake of services such as secure mail accounts and secure mail messages (2-way between provider and patient). Data from May 2021 to January 2022 from Alberta that was provided to CIHI indicates that the average number of messages sent to Alberta patients per month is 37,800 and the average number of messages sent from Alberta patients per month is 9,500.

Rapid Response data reported to Infoway from Newfoundland and Labrador, Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick, Yukon and the Northwest Territories also indicates a willingness among providers, patients and citizens to use available technologies and virtual delivery of services to gain timely access to information and care across the country.

---

vii. It is important to note that the number of e-visits reported in the Rapid Response data does not include telephone visits.
Spotlight: Impact of COVID-19 on Canada’s health care systems

The COVID-19 pandemic has seen Canadians accessing health care in a new way: virtual care has become a tool that EDs, primary care physicians and specialists are using as they treat patients. Family physician activity remained below pre-pandemic levels for the first 13 months of the pandemic. The biggest decrease occurred for children and youth age 0 to 17, while patients age 65 and older (who typically make up about a third of physician activities) showed the smallest drop in most jurisdictions (1 province saw a small increase). This suggests that older adults with chronic conditions were still accessing their family physicians for care.

Chronic disease management, and mental health and substance use

Chronic diseases, including mental health concerns and substance use, have been health system priorities both prior to and during the pandemic. In 2020–2021, the most common reasons for hospitalization (beyond giving birth) were acute myocardial infarction (heart attack) and heart failure, followed by substance use disorders.

For many Canadians, accessing care for chronic diseases has depended on accessing virtual care. For example, preliminary data from Nova Scotia from March to December 2020 that was provided to CIHI shows that while virtual care was used across many specialties, patients who received the most virtual care in that province were those with chronic issues (625,000 virtual services) and those with intermittent illness (almost 500,000 virtual services).
In Nunavut, the Virtual Nurse Practitioner Chronic Disease Program was launched in fall 2021 to improve patients’ access to care through virtual care. The program features a dedicated nurse practitioner workforce and aims to increase early detection of disease through up-to-date screening guidelines, and to support continuity of care by ensuring that all patients involved in this program are rostered. Not only can this initiative improve overall health outcomes and ensure more timely care, but it also hopes to reduce costs to the system by mitigating the number of patients requiring costly transfers via medivac to larger facilities for urgent treatment of progressed disease.

The first report submitted to CIHI shows more than 100 new referrals currently rostered to the program. Of those who have participated in the program, more than 90% agreed or strongly agreed that the virtual appointment with the nurse practitioner increased their confidence in managing their chronic disease. Ongoing data collection through patient-reported experience and outcome measure surveys administered by the care teams, and through administrative data captured on site, will continue to support evaluation of this program.

The pandemic has also demonstrated the need to focus on mental health in the same way we do on physical well-being, and there has been an increased emphasis by provincial and territorial governments on expanding virtual mental health services. A 2021 survey by Infoway found that 81% of respondents said the virtual visit helped them with their mental health concern. It is important to note, however, that virtual care is not always appropriate to address mental health concerns. In particular, those with serious mental illnesses, including eating disorders, may not benefit as much from virtual care as they do from in-person care, and barriers are compounded for those experiencing inequities. More work is needed to better understand the breadth of available data related to virtual mental health services delivery, as is better guidance on the appropriate use of virtual mental health services for specific conditions and populations.
Virtual Care in Canada: Strengthening Data and Information

Spotlight: Canadian Centre on Substance Use and Addiction’s survey

The Canadian Centre on Substance Use and Addiction, in partnership with other organizations, studied both patient and practitioner perceptions of and experiences with virtual services and supports for substance use, substance use disorders and concurrent disorders. Patients using these virtual services and supports noted that the biggest barriers included the cost of private services, the belief that a client is unable to build a relationship with a health care provider during virtual appointments and the lack of a private space from which to access care. Practitioners reported the main challenge for themselves and for clients was a steep technology learning curve. Equitable access to services will require flexible service provision options, as more barriers exist for those with lower incomes or those without a phone or internet, for example. Age and gender were also found to impact access to and comfort with virtual services.

Patient experience

There are multiple sources of patient-reported experience data, assessing patients’ uptake of and satisfaction with virtual care. Ontario’s Health Care Experience Survey asked patients if they’d had a virtual visit in the previous 12 months. Based on survey results provided to CIHI, the uptake of virtual care in Ontario increased substantially from the first reference period (May 2019 to March 2020) to the second (June to July 2021), from 9.5% to 72.1%. Patient experience data was also collected through the Virtual Nurse Practitioner Chronic Disease Program in Nunavut; the results were overwhelmingly positive and demonstrated that patients felt a high degree of satisfaction with their experience.

Infoway regularly surveys Canadians about their experiences with virtual care. In its Canadian Digital Health Survey, Infoway found that Canadians generally reported positive experiences with virtual care. 71% of respondents said the personal connection with the health care provider was the same as at an in-person visit.

While CIHI has reported on positive patient experiences in acute care settings during the pandemic, experience data from both patients and providers will help us to better understand whether virtual encounters are leading to positive patient experiences.
Emergency departments and virtual care

With the uptake of virtual care, one of the key questions being explored is its impact on the use of EDs. Findings from CIHI’s release on the impacts of COVID-19 on Canada’s health care systems show that, compared with 2019, there were approximately 9,300 fewer ED visits per day across Canada on average between March 2020 and June 2021.\(^{51}\) However, it is not known whether ED volumes during the first year of the pandemic were lower because of patient hesitancy to seek care in a hospital-based setting, limited physician capacity or reduced health care needs. Preliminary research in Ontario between February and July 2021 also showed lower ED visit volumes compared with 2019 and found no “crude ecological association” between the percentage of care delivered virtually by family doctors and ED visit volumes.\(^{52}\) CIHI is committed to leveraging available data on physician services and ED visits to further explore the relationship between virtual care and the potential shift or displacement of health service encounters from primary to emergency care.

“I just called my family doctor and discussed the issue over the telephone as opposed to going to our ER, where we’ll have to wait for hours just to see a doctor. So, over the phone worked in that situation for me.”

— Focus group participant, February 2022
**Rural and remote communities**

Virtual care may benefit patients who access care in rural or remote communities. B.C.’s Real-Time Virtual Support (RTVS) pathways enhance health equity in rural, remote and First Nations communities across B.C. by connecting rural health care providers and patients to RTVS virtual physicians via Zoom or telephone. Data from May 2020 to June 2021 provided to CIHI shows a dramatic increase in the number of physicians (more than doubling) and patients (increasing to more than 80 times the initial volume) using the pathways each month, suggesting improved access to care for patients in these rural and remote communities.

While such data is encouraging, it is important to mention that patients living in remote locations may have difficulty accessing care virtually due to lack of internet bandwidth or access to an appropriate modality. Studies have found that people living in northern areas may be living in crowded places and not have the privacy to discuss their health.\(^5\) Patients with chronic disease might also struggle with accessing virtual care.\(^5\) Preliminary data provided to CIHI from Nova Scotia found that rural patients had more physician services, regardless of whether they were in person or virtual, than patients in small or large population centres, in both 2019 and 2020. The population in rural areas is also greater than the population in large urban centres in Nova Scotia. Interestingly, however, it was urban patients who received the largest proportion of their physician services virtually. Barriers may exist for rural patients who wish to access virtual care.
Virtual care can improve things in rural communities in many ways. It’s an opportunity to really make yourself more available for people that you’re already serving. A big part of rural medicine is feeling supported; you can’t be an expert in everything. Virtual care can help with that. It’s being able to bring experts into the exam room with me. Care suddenly becomes much more holistic when we’re working in teams.

— Dr. Katharine Smart
Pediatrician; President, Canadian Medical Association

Conclusion

Emerging data from provincial and territorial governments, as well as from robust consultation on information priorities, helps us to better understand the current state and potential future exploration of virtual care in Canada. By focusing on priority areas of measurement identified through consultation — including use of EDs, access to mental health services, access for underserved populations and the appropriateness of virtual services to meet patient needs — we can develop an information baseline that helps decision-makers leverage the tools available to support a patient-centred approach to delivering high-quality care.

Finding the right balance of virtual and in-person care will be challenging and will depend on several factors, including patients’ health care needs, access to technologies and infrastructure, funding and regulations to support delivery of virtual services, and provider training. New analytical work on topics including virtual care physician costs will support the ongoing understanding of the implications of virtual health services and the factors that impact the balance of virtual and in-person health care.

Another important topic that warrants further exploration is the private delivery of publicly and privately funded health care via the use of virtual care platforms. This is a fast-emerging area that may have significant implications for the health care sector, particularly in the areas of primary care and community-based mental health and substance use services. Better data will be required to understand the patterns and impacts of these new care delivery approaches.

The pandemic has strained health system resources and led to a shift in the way health care services are provided. Understanding and supporting these shifts and emerging paradigms in health care provision requires ongoing analysis and dialogue between health system partners. CIHI is well positioned to facilitate these conversations, and to support researchers and health system partners who want to address the quality and health system implications of virtual health services. Over the longer term, indicator development and reporting will allow health system planners and providers to understand what is working well and where improvements are still needed, to learn from best practices and each other’s successes, and to design and manage more effective services to meet the needs of Canadians.
Appendix

Text alternatives for figures

Text alternative for Figure 1: Digital health

Digital health encompasses virtual care, telehealth and telemedicine, including devices, algorithms and apps that support decision-making and collaborative communication across the care continuum.

- **Digital health**: Broad umbrella term encompassing eHealth as well as developing areas such as the use of advanced computing sciences (e.g., in the fields of big data and artificial intelligence)
- **Virtual care**: Any interaction between patients and/or members of their circle of care that occurs remotely, using any forms of communication or information technology, with the aim of facilitating or maximizing the quality and effectiveness of patient care
- **Telehealth**: The use of digital technologies to deliver medical care, health education and public health services by connecting multiple users in separate locations
- **Telemedicine**: A practice of medicine involving the use of information and communication technologies (ICT) by a health care provider to administer health care to patients

Note
Inspired by the American Association for Family Practice's construct. CIHI added digital health.

Sources
Virtual care: Women’s College Hospital Institute for Health Systems Solutions and Virtual Care. Virtual Care: A Framework for a Patient-Centric System. 2015.

Text alternative for Figure 3: Health system measurement

There are multiple types of measures and indicators within health care systems, and they have various uses. These can be organized into a pyramid structure with 4 levels.

1. At the bottom of the pyramid are measures that leverage transactional data. These measures focus on monitoring uptake and improving front-line health care programs and services.
2. The next layer of measures and associated data help to evaluate programs and local integration of care.
3. In the third layer of the pyramid, we typically see indicators focused on improving effectiveness and efficiency of health care systems.
4. At the top of the pyramid, we find measures that are focused on assessing the quadruple aims, where the data provides the ability to develop benchmarks to support more robust evaluation.
Data maturity moves along a continuum (from less mature to more mature): transactional, linkable, standardized, comprehensive (breadth), longitudinal and benchmarked.

The higher up in the pyramid, the more mature the data needs to be.

There are more measures in the lower layers of the pyramid than in the higher layers.

**Text alternative for Figure 4: High-level summary of key commonalities between the International Patient Summary and CIHI’s Primary Health Care EMR Minimum Data Set**

In the International Patient Summary, we find the following data elements:

- Patient Name
- Provider Name

In CIHI’s Primary Health Care EMR Minimum Data Set, we find the following data elements:

- Patient Status and other characteristics
- Provider Identifiers
- Visit/Encounter Type and Location
- Observation: Clinician Assessment, Family Member Health
- Laboratory and Diagnostic Imaging Orders
- Referral
- Additional details on Prescribed Medication and Vaccination

In both the International Patient Summary and CIHI’s Primary Health Care EMR Minimum Data Set, we find the following data elements:

- Patient Identifiers
- Provider Type
- Observation: Health Concern (Diagnosis), Vital Signs, Social Behaviours (Risk Factors), Allergies
- Laboratory and Diagnostic Imaging Results
- Intervention (Treatment)
- Prescribed Medication
- Vaccine Administered

**Note**

CIHI reviewed only core data elements in the International Patient Summary, not optional data elements. Code sets were excluded.
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